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Abstract
Foraging information from web forums is still one of the most challenging information
retrieval tasks due to various combinations of auto-generated page structural information
and user-created contents. Traditional information extraction methods employ either
duplicated subtree pattern detection methods, or machine learning methods. Due to the
periodical update of forum templates and diversity of page contents, aforementioned
approaches do not work very well on forum sites. In this paper, we present a pagesegmentation based wrapper specially designed for mining data pattern of web forums, which
combines a novel page segmentation algorithm and decision tree classifier together to detect
the data pattern in forum. In the segmentation phase, a novel page segmentation algorithm is
proposed to identify the records areas in a page, then a classifier is adopted to identify the
detailed pattern of each record in the extraction phase. Extensive experiments on various
types of web forums are conducted and the results conclude that our wrapper is a more
generalized one which requires only few labeled training data.
Keywords: Data Extraction; Page Segmentation; Web Structure Mining; Decision Tree

1. Introduction
The rapid growth of social media makes web forums to be an important data resource. In
forums, people can create, share and discuss information freely. Consequently, it accumulates
plenty of highly valuable information [1]. This phenomenon attracts considerable research
efforts to extract valuable information for further analysis, e.g., public opinion analysis and
monitoring, forum search engine, question-answer system [2] and expertise community
discovery [3].
However, foraging information form web forums is still one of the most challenging
information retrieval tasks. Firstly, a forum page is usually congested with many “noisy”
information such as site title, banner, navigation, advertisement, decoration and etc., [4]
which seriously skews the performance of knowledge discovery process. Furthermore, most
forum sites not only suffer from noise data, but also allow users to generate their contents in
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free-style. For example, posts may contain text and images or just a fragment of HTML code.
Due to the diverse representation formats of posts, most existing data extraction tools do not
work very well. Figure 1(a) shows an example of forum page. In Figure 1(a), page areas
highlighted by red rectangles are data blocks to be extracted, areas in blue and purple
rectangles are noise that should be filtered by forum wrapper.
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(a) An Example Page of Forum

(b) Correspondence between Dom Tree
Structure and Page Modules

To develop a generalized and accurate tool for web data extraction, many approaches have
been proposed. Firstly, data extraction is thought of as duplicated subtree pattern detection
problem [1]. These methods have shown the feasibility of handling post data of different
layout styles, which work well on web sites generated by single template, but not on forums
generated by multiple templates. Secondly, machine learning and ontology-based approaches
have been used to various forums [5]. In practice, these approaches can only be used in many
static web pages, but can’t be adopted to current dynamic social media sites.
In this paper, we present a page-segmentation based wrapper specially designed for
structural information extraction from web forums which is desired to extract generalized,
robust and accurate data records. The system successfully combines page segmentation
algorithm and decision tree classifier to detect the structural information in forum. In
segmentation phase, a novel page segmentation algorithm was proposed to detect the record
area in a page. In the extraction phase, the decision tree classifier is adopted to identify the
details of each record. By doing so, the data pattern of each web forum page could be
successfully parsed.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related works.
We clarify some basic concepts in Section 3.1. The wrapper system is introduced in Section 3.
Experiments and evaluation results are demonstrated in Section 4. At last, we conclude the
paper in Section 5.

2. Related Works
Due to its importance and the wide range of application area, data extraction
techniques on web forums have attracted more and more research efforts in recent years.
As discussed in the previous section, the most related approaches can be categorized
into two-fold: (1) duplicated subtree pattern detection approaches, and (2) machine
learning based approaches
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Duplicated subtree pattern detection approaches are widely applied to extract
information from web pages. Generally, they utilize the structural information of DOM
tree to generate a wrapper [6, 7]. The assumption is that sub-trees with frequently
repeated structures are used to carry data records. However, diverse layout styles make
it difficult to identify the repeated structures in the DOM tree [6], and thus additional
manual interactions are needed to assist these data extraction approaches to improve the
performance [7]. Moreover, only few specific web sites are designed to have duplicated
structure patterns which makes structure pattern detection based approach not to be a
general one.
From the perspective view of machine learning, Hidden Markov model-based information
extraction technique is thought to be a more generalized approach for data extraction [8]. The
proposed approaches adopt Hidden Markov model to analyze forum pages, and extract data
records. To train an accurate HMM, it requires a lot of efforts to prepare the training data as
well as a longer learning process of the model parameters. Feng et al., [9] assumed that there
always exist 12 fields in a record. Then, they employed SVM to classify DOM nodes into the
predefined 12 categories. It is obvious that the predefined categories strongly restrict the
model flexibility.

3. Extraction for Web Forum Data
In this section, we first describe some basic concepts used in this paper, then present the
architecture of our system. The last part of this section we focus on how to find all data
records in forum pages and present a new method for representing and generating the forum
wrapper.
Segmentation Phase
forum pages

Page
Segmetation

Filtering
Noise blocks

Obtaining
Posts

Extraction Phase

Wrapper

(a)

Extracting
data pattern

Building data
pattern by
machine
learning

Parsing data
structure
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Figure 2. (a) Concepts in Post Page. (b) System Architecture
3.1. Concept Definition
To clearly formulate the problem as well as to facilitate the following discussions, we
quickly review some basic concepts used in this paper.
Forum: an open public discussion space in the Internet, where personal opinions on a
particular topic could be shared and exchanged. In a forum, users can publish posts, read and
comment on posts generated by other forum users.
Post: a record in a forum and it usually represents user’s perspectives to a specific topic.
Post page: an independent page in a forum, which usually represents a discussion among
forum members. It may consist of several posts.
Topic post: the first post in a post page and topic post usually represents main issue in a
discussion. reply post: stands for the follow-up posts replied by other users. Figure 2(a) shows
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an example of post page, in which post, topic post, reply posts are illustrated. In each post,
author, time, and contents will be extracted, which are the main targets of proposed wrapper.
3.2. System Architecture
Our system incorporates two main phases, as depicted in Figure 2(b): (1) segmentation
phase, and (2) extraction phase. The goal of the first step is to automatically find each
independent post. In practice, the first step will segment a forum page into several
independent post modules. After page segmentation, structured data with explicit semantic
details could be identified in those posts. In Figure 2(b), each step is denoted by a dash-lined
box.
3.3. Segmentation for Posts Extraction
In a forum, post page not only contains a number of posts, but also contains some noise
data. Therefore, it is necessary to segment post pages into independent semantic modules,
then the post area and noise area could be separated. Inspired by the spirit of traditional
segmentation methods, we assume posts are generated in such a way that contents with
independent topics are encapsulated in close sub-tree of DOM tree having similar layout
styles.
Figure 1(b) shows a part of our assumption. In left of Figure 1(b), post areas are
highlighted in bold rectangle, and its corresponding abstracted DOM tree model can be seen
at the right of the Figure 1(b). It can be seen that there does exist a mapping relationship
between post modules and sub-trees of DOM tree. Users can analyze posts via features of
DOM tree. Another part of our assumption is one post is generated by one user in his/her own
style, which make it have clear visual clues. Figure 1(a) indicates 2 data records in a post
page. As can be seen, they have similar but different visual styles, e.g. module size and text
font.
Based on these assumptions, a set of heuristic rules can be generated to judge whether a
DOM tree node is a post node or not. If a node is post node, then this post is to be extracted.
In order to exactly detect post, a novel page segmentation algorithm is proposed by
considering the following aspects: 1) DOM tree structure; 2) visual style; 3) additional
information from users. The heuristic rules are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Heuristic Rules in Post Extraction Phase
rule 1

In a page, post nodes have the specific type, they are either
“DIV” node, or “TABLE” node

rule 2

Nodes in subtree of post node have similar type, such as “A”,
“UL” and “SPAN”. If all types appearing in node 1 is the
same as types in node 2, node 1 and 2 are similar.

rule 3

The width of post module must be larger than 480 pixel, the
height of post module must be large than 20 pixel

rule 4

The width difference between two posts must be small than 20
pixel

rule 5

Post modules must have a time stamp

DOM tree rules

visual rules

additional rule
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3.4. Classification Based Records Extraction
After post page segmentation, all posts contained in forum page are already extracted.
Then posts will be parsed into records. According to post’s semantic detail, a record contains
4 feature fields e.g. “author”, “time”, “content” and “additional information”. In this phase,
we first extract all text nodes in posts. Then, the record extraction task is mapped to the
classification problem, in which text nodes in posts can be viewed as samples and their labels
are the above 4 feature fields. In the following, our system summarizes 8 attributes for
samples which is very related to classification label. Those attributes will be defined in Table
2 which is the basis of the following classification task.
Table 2. Data Features in Classification
Id

1

definition

1 v 200

w id th   2 5 0 0  v  2 0 0

 3 v500

description Id

width of
node v

5

definition
1

2
3

p a ren t   4

5

6

7
1

2
c a te g o r y 
3


4

description

v' A '
v'H '
v'SPAN '
v  ' D IV '
v'B '

type of
parent or
grandparent

v'FONT '
o th e r

v  ' a u th o r '

1 v 40

h e ig h t   2 4 0 0  v  4 0

 3 v 400

height of v

3

 1 v  ' c la s s '
c la s s  
 2 o th e r

parent of v
has
the ’class’
attribute

7

 1 v  ' space '
space  
 2 o th e r

text in v
contains
space.

4

 1 v  ' tim e s ta m p '
tim e  
 2 o th e r

text in v
contains
time stamp

8

Integer

depth of v

2

6

v  ' tim e '
v  ' c o n te n t '

categories
of v

v  ' a d d itio n a l in fo rm a tio n '

Decision tree algorithm (DT) [10] is adopted in this phase to classify each text node into a
predefined category. Specially, C4.5 algorithm is adopted in this paper. A Decision tree
builds decision tree from a set of training samples, using the criteria of normalized
information gain. The training data is a set S = {s1, s2, …, sn} of training data. Each data
sample is a vector si = (x1, x2, …) where x1, x2, … represents attributes or features of the
sample. The training data is augmented with a vector C =(c1, c2, …) where c1, c2, …
represents the class to which each sample belongs.
At each inner node of the tree, C4.5 chooses one attribute of the data that most effectively
splits the set of samples. The criterion is the normalized information gain radio that results
from choosing an attribute to split the samples set. The attribute with the highest normalized
information gain radio is chosen to finally split the tree.
The equation 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 illustrate how to compute the information gain radio of
attributes. First, the entropy of sample set D with category information is calculated by
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Equation 1. Second, the expectation of samples will be computed, where value of the
attributes  is i. Third, normalized information gain of the attribute  can be obtained by
Equation 3. Fourth, the entropy of sample set with split attribute  is calculated using
Equation 4. Finally, the information gain radio of the attribute  can be computed by
Equation 5.
M

| Dk |

e n tro p y (D )   

D

k 1

 lo g 2 (

| Dk |

(1)

)

D

where D is the training set, Dk is the training data set of class k and m is the number of
categories.
A

e x p e c ta tio n  (D )   

| D i |
D

i 1

(2)

 e n tro p y (D i  )

where  represents an attribute, A is the number of possible values of attribute  and |Di|
indicates the number of samples in which the value of attribute  equals to i.
g a in  ( D )  e n tro p y(D )- e x p e c ta tio n  (D )
A

s p litE n tr o p y  ( D )   
i 1

| D i |
|D |

 lo g 2

(3)

| D i |

(4)

|D |

g a in  ( D )

g a in R a te o  ( D ) 

(5)

s p litE n tr o p y  ( D )

After the classification, all text nodes in post are associated with semantic information
types. Actually, the category of “additional information” has little explicit semantic meaning
and will be ignored. Finally, the obtained target records are labeled with “author”, “time” and
“content”.

4. Experiments and Evaluation Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of our wrapper, extensive experiments are performed on
various data sets. The state-of-the-art segmentation algorithm PS-STS [11] and classification
algorithm native Bayes(NB) are adopted for the comparison. Experimental results show that
our wrapper system can acquire a better segmentation and extraction results than PS-STS and
NB.
The PS-STS algorithm [11] can split a post page based on similarity of the DOM subtree
structure. Equation 6 shows the similarity function for PS-STS. To acquire best performance,
the parameter of PS-STS will be initialized as N = 3, ωi= {0.6, 0.3, 0.1}.
S im ( x , y ) 



N
i 1

wi 

M

i

j 1

1
M

S ij

(6)

i

where x, y are two subtrees for comparison, N is the maximum depth of subtree for similarity
computation, which means the similarity function only considers nodes in top N layers of x, y.
wi is weight that indicates the layer i’s influence on the calculation of similarity, Mi is the
number of nodes in layer i, and Sij = 1 if node i and j are of the same type or attributes, and 0
otherwise.
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4.1. Experiment Design
As there is no benchmark data set, our testing data set is built as follows. To show the
robustness, two types data will be used to estimate our system. (1) post pages and posts are
generated automatically by forum generating program; (2) post pages are crawled from
famous web forums. Table 3 shows the details of web forums used in the experiments.
Semantic modules in each page and data records are manually labeled. If the results extracted
from our approach or two baseline algorithms equals to the manual label, then the result is a
positive one, and vice verse.
Table 3. Data Set Using Experiment
Id

Forum Site

1

PhpBB

2

Discuz

3

PhpWind

4

IPB

5

LeadBBS

6

tieba.baidu.com

7

www.tianya.cn

Description
forum creating
program
forum creating
program
forum creating
program
forum creating
program
forum creating
program
general forum
social events
discussion

Id

Forum Site

Description

8

www.xcar.com.cn

car clubs

9

www.xici.net

citizen clubs

10

bbs.163.com

general forum

11

www.19lou.com

travel
information

12

club.pchome.net

mobile phones

13

bbs.qq.com

general forum

14

club.kdnet.net

general forum

4.2. Page Segmentation Comparison Results
To evaluate the performance, three commonly used criteria are adopted in the experiments
which are: Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-score. Let S denote the semantic module set
acquired by FPPS/PS-STS, M denote the semantic module set which is manually labeled as
the ground truth label. Then Precision, Recall and Fscore can be defined as Equation 7.
P 

|S

M |
|S |

R 

|S

M |

F score 

|M |

2P * R

(7)

P  R

Firstly, the experiment is performed on dataset forum 1-5. Table 4 shows the segmentation
results of FPPS algorithm. It can be seen that our wrapper can detect all semantic modules
which match the manual labels.
Table 4. Results Illustration in Machine Data
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Forum Id

manual

FPPS

1

2359

2359

2

3743

3743

3

2728

2728

4

1457

1457

5

2003

2003
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Secondly, the comparison experiment is performed on dataset forum 6-10. It can be seen
from Table 5 that FPPS outperformed PS-STS in term of Precision, Recall and F-score.
Possible reason is that the PS-STS algorithm only considers the subtree structure and ignores
the information hidden in visual clues and post content. For example, there exist several post
pages that only have one post in data set. In this case, the PS-STS is invalid, whereas FPPS
works well in these two scenario.
Table 5. Page Segmentation Comparison Result
Forum Id

Precision

Recall

Fscore

FPPS PS-STS FPPS PS-STS FPPS PS-STS
6

1.000

0.835

1.000

0.914

1.000

0.842

7

0.974

0.861

0.974

0.929

0.974

0.963

8

1.000

0.955

1.000

0.947

1.000

0.947

9

1.000

0.943

1.000

0.833

1.000

0.833

10

0.945

1.000

1.000

0.856

0.972

0.856

4.3. Data Extraction Comparison Results
In this experiment, our focus is to evaluate the performance of information extracted. The
native Bayes classifier (NB) is chose for comparison as: (1) naive Bayes classifiers works
quite well in many complex real-world situations; (2) it only requires a small amount of
training data to estimate the parameters.
The experimental data are forum 11-14. It contains 9383 samples, in which 128 samples
will be used for training, others will be used for test. All samples will be generated based on
FPPS.
Table 6 reports the comparison results from decision tree classifier (DT) and naive Bayes
classifier. As can be seen, both two algorithms work well on data extraction task. The
performance of NB is quite close to DT in categories of “author” and “time”. However, the
NB classifier confuses the samples in categories of “content” and “additional information”.
The recall values of the two categories are poor while the DT obtains a higher value. It is
clear that DT outperforms NB in this setting.
Table 6. Comparison Results on Data Extraction
Category

Precision
DT

NB

Recall
DT

NB

Fscore
DT

NB

Additional information 0.935 0.857 0.993 0.443 0.997 0.614

18

author

0.985 0.988 0.994 0.994 0.970 0.991

time

0.993 0.927 1.000 0.997 1.000 0.998

content

0.996 0.545 1.000 0.856 0.998 0.705
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4.4. Time Consume Comparison Results
It is also noticed that DT classifier is a more efficient approach and is more suitable in the
real world application where a large scale data set is commonly used. Table 7 shows the time
spent by DT and NB classifier from 1000 samples to 9383 samples. DT classifier is 2 times
faster than NB. Possible reason is that the average height of DT classifier is 3.2. It means that
all test samples will be assigned with a label after only 4 comparisons.
Table 7. Time Consumption Comparison (Second)
2000 4000

6000

8000

9200

DT

3.87

6.04

9.75

12.2

14.59

NB

5.7

12.6

18.24 22.08 27.11

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel page segmentation based wrapper system to
extract structural data from post page of forums. Most existing methods either depends on
simple heuristics rules or learning algorithms with a predefined data template. Facing with
complex layouts and diverse user created posts, the performances of those approaches are
poor. By combining the DOM-tree features and visual clues, our proposed page segmentation
method can successfully extract post modules. And then our system extracted structured data
using decision tree algorithm. Experimental results show that our wrapper is efficient and
effective to extract web forum data. Currently, we are investigating how to extend our system
to other types of web data.
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